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AGENDA

Industry research, how text 
analytics and sentiment analysis 

is used

Difficulties with 
sentiment analysis

Look at some 
code

PowerBI

Note, introductory 
level presentation



WHY BOTHER?

• Voice of the customer

• Sources: customer support tickets, customer 
surveys, emails, blogs, tweets, forums, social 
networks, etc. 



TEXT ANALYTICS

• Focus on unstructured text; text analytics & sentiment 
analysis

• Wikipedia defines text analytics as "the process of 
deriving high-quality information from text".



TEXT ANALYTICS EXAMPLES

Document summarization 

• Many topics, many authors, difficulty finding common topics to 
better understand customers

• DonorsChoose.org used text analytics to find commonality across 
teacher requests which enabled a greater understanding of their 
customers

[Source: DataGotham 2012 - Coming to a Data Scientist Panel ]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXEYsZVPc8M&feature=youtu.be


TEXT ANALYTICS EXAMPLES

Network Trouble Ticket Automated Problem 

Inference

• Tickets system drop-down fields usually inaccurate or incomplete, 
troubleshooting steps are written in a natural language

• NetSieve can automatically analyze free-form text to infer the 
problem, trouble-shooting steps and resolution(s)

[Source: Juggling the Jigsaw: Towards Automated Problem Inference from Network Trouble Tickets]

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/navendu/papers/nsdi13-potharaju.pdf


TEXT ANALYTICS EXAMPLES

Measuring MOOC student motivation and cognitive engagement

• Determine whether a student is likely to drop-out and, if so, 
targeted interventions can be performed

• Based on personal interpretation of course material contained in 
student forum posts

[Source: Linguistic Reflections of Student Engagement in Massive Open 

Online Courses.

Photo by D Sharon Pruitt / CC BY ]

http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/download/8057/8153
http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/download/8057/8153
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/61/Free_College_Pathology_Student_Sleeping_Creative_Commons_(6961676525).jpg/320px-Free_College_Pathology_Student_Sleeping_Creative_Commons_(6961676525).jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


TEXT ANALYTICS EXAMPLES

Predict the popularity of online content prior to publication

• Predicting popularity is valuable for authors, content providers, 
advertisers and even activists/politicians

[Source: A Proactive Intelligent Decision Support System for 

Predicting the Popularity of Online News.

Photo by Cassandra Leigh Gotto / CC BY-NC]

http://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/bitstream/1822/39169/1/main.pdf
http://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/bitstream/1822/39169/1/main.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/threecheersformcr_xo/5340309206/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/


TEXT ANALYTICS EXAMPLES

Early Warning 

• Companies can set up alerts through their text 
analytics engine to be alerted when new product 
issues occurred, take proactive steps to mitigate the 
issue

Competitive Analysis

• Garner knowledge about competitors - comments in 
public forums about the competition

[Source: Applications of text analytics]

http://mybusinessanalytics.blogspot.com/2009/08/applications-of-text-analytics.html


SENTIMENT ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Used by systems:

• Automated product review labeling when a star rating 
is not provided

• Organizing product reviews into positive/negative 
sentiment also enables further summarization

Leverage relationships in social networks:

• Identify positive or negative relationships between people 
and how those relationships could impact the perception of a 
product/service

[Sources: Thumbs up? Sentiment Classification using Machine Learning Techniques &

Structural balance: a generalization on Heider's theory]

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/papers/sentiment.pdf
http://snap.stanford.edu/class/cs224w-readings/cartwright56balance.pdf


SENTIMENT ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Used by consumers:

• “among readers of online reviews of restaurants, 
hotels, and various services (e.g., travel agencies or 
doctors), between 73% and 87% report that reviews 
had a significant influence on their purchase”

[Source: Opinion mining and sentiment analysis ]

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/omsa/omsa.pdf


SENTIMENT ANALYSIS DIFFICULTIES

• Sarcasm

• Slang

• mizpelling misspelling

• Positive/negative words may not be present

• Off topic information

• Etc…



Goal: Demonstrate why sentiment analysis is difficult

Objective: for each comment determine the human sentiment and 
give: 

- thumbs up

- thumbs down

[Source: Internet Movie Database (IMDb) collected by Andrew L. Maas, Raymond E. Daly, Peter T. Pham, Dan Huang, 
Andrew Y. Ng, and Christopher Potts. (2011). Learning Word Vectors for Sentiment Analysis. The 49th Annual Meeting 
of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL 2011). ]

TIME TO PLAY… HUMAN SENTIMENT VS. API SENTIMENT

http://ai.stanford.edu/~amaas/papers/wvSent_acl2011.pdf


REVIEW COMMENT 1 OF 5

• "I found it very very difficulty to watch this after the initial 
5 minutes of the film. I managed to stomach 45-50 
minutes before switching it off in disgust and watching 
Monster House instead (which, by the way, is great 
fun)…"

• API Sentiment: positive

• Comparative sentiment analysis. Comparison to other 
products/services that are better/worse than the one 
being reviewed

All 5 results use 
AlchemyAPI



REVIEW COMMENT 2 OF 5

• "Sequel to "The Kingdom" is bloodier and even more twisted. I 
only saw half (I was exhausted and couldn't sit through all 5 1/2 
hours) but I loved what I saw. Ghosts, blood, murder, poisoning, 
mutated babies, voodoo...this has it all! If you have a strong 
stomach and like weird movies this is for you…”

• API Sentiment: negative

• The topic may contain negative words yet to a human the 
reviewers sentiment is clearly positive



REVIEW COMMENT 3 OF 5

• "I avoided watching this film for the longest time. Long before it 
was even released I had dismissed it as an over-hyped, over-
blown, overly romanticized piece of Hollywood schmaltz, and I 
wanted nothing to do with it. I never watched it in the theatre. I 
shook my head in disbelief at the 11 Academy Awards - even 
though I had never seen it... Then it finally appeared on Pay TV. 
"OK," I thought, "I'll give it a look see." I didn't want to like it - and 
I didn't. I loved it!..."

• API Sentiment: negative

• Off-topic information



REVIEW COMMENT 4 OF 5

• "How could anyone sit through this movie?"

• API Sentiment: negative

• Positive/negative words may not be present



REVIEW COMMENT 5 OF 5

• "The film should be brilliant. It sounds like a great plot, 
the actors are first grade, and the supporting cast is good 
as well, and Stallone is attempting to deliver a good 
performance. However, it can't hold up.”

• API Sentiment: positive

• Thwarted expectations



HUMANS DON’T ALWAYS AGREE, NEITHER WILL YOU 
ALWAYS AGREE WITH ML RESULTS

• Humans only agree 79% of the time

• Based on various studies "the rate of human concordance 
is between 70% and 79%.”

[Sources: How Companies Can Use Sentiment Analysis to Improve Their Business &

On Social Sentiment and Sentiment Analysis]

http://mashable.com/2010/04/19/sentiment-analysis/
http://brnrd.me/social-sentiment-sentiment-analysis/


WE CAN DETERMINE THE SENTIMENT, SO WHAT?

• Some studies conclude that review polarity has a 
significant economic effect, other studies say it doesn’t

• Conclusion drawn for one domain often don't apply to 
another (books, collectible coins, craft beer, stocks…)

• Conflicting findings within the same domain

• Differences among consumers may affect results (e.g.: 
motivated vs. non-motivated buyers)

[Source Opinion mining and sentiment analysis ] 

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/omsa/omsa.pdf


WTF?

Summary: use your sentiment 
results with discretion



Where’s the code?



DEEP(ER) DIVE

• Use keyphrases + sentiment + clustering to gain insight 
into unstructured text

• Solution consists of:  

• Python, NLTK, Sci-kit Learn

• Microsoft Cognitive Services

• PowerBI

https://www.continuum.io/downloads
http://www.nltk.org/
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html
https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/text-analytics/documentation
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/downloads/


DATA, DATA, DATA…

• Internet Movie Database (IMDb) cited earlier

• Includes movie reviews along with their associated 
binary sentiment polarity labels - intended to serve as a 
benchmark for sentiment classification

• Used 500 random reviews from 'train' set (250 positive 
and 250 negative)



KEY PHRASE AND SENTIMENT OVERVIEW

Movie 
review 

data

*Clean text 
somewhat

Prepare 
request 

body

Call 
Cognitive 

APIs

Response: 
handle 

errors & 
save .CSV

Load 
results 

into 
Power

BI

*Cognitive key phrase API - keep periods and commas in text since the API uses 
these as hints to parse the input.



CODE

Same body for key 
phrases and 
sentiment APIs

[Source: Cognitive Services Text 
Analytics sample code]

https://westus.dev.cognitive.microsoft.com/docs/services/TextAnalytics.V2.0/operations/56f30ceeeda5650db055a3c6


API RESPONSES



DOCUMENT CLUSTERING OVERVIEW

Movie 
review 

data
Clean text

Call TF/IDF 
Vectorizer

Cluster the 
comments

Write cluster 
number for 
each review 
comment to 

.CSV

Load 
results 

into 
PowerBI



Thank You!

Questions?

CraigGua@Gmail.com

This presentation and code at: 
AvidML.Wordpress.com



Appendix



BACKUP POWERBI SLIDES…















ADDITIONAL SENTIMENT ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

• … Social sentiment analysis - Measuring an organizations brand/presence with respect to marketing impact. 

• Positive/negative sentiment about your brand

• Positive/negative responses and response time to advertisements delivered (time period, mode like TV, web ads, 
etc.)

• Companies could use negative sentiment coupled with document summarization to find why users may not be 
purchasing their product/service. 

• Candidates can determine how are voters are feeling about particular issues to craft their message. 

• Military/Govt monitoring communication channels for hostile communications.

• Misc:

• Sentiment is a useful metric when used with other metrics. As with any metric, context is important, and so are the 
human insights that drive strategy. For example, to predict the weekly results of American Idol voting sentiment 
towards each contestant, volume of social media mentions and previous week trend comparisons more accurate 
judgment than we would with sentiment alone. [Source: How Companies Can Use Sentiment Analysis to Improve 
Their Business]

http://mashable.com/2010/04/19/sentiment-analysis/#.89qQ.5y0iqS


EXAMPLE: SENTIMENT EXPRESSED TOWARDS 
INDIVIDUAL STOCKS VS. SENTIMENT EXPRESSED 
TOWARDS DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE

Sentiment expressed towards individual stocks: 

• "We develop sentiment analysis tools and correlate contributed content to the historical performance of relevant stocks. 
While SeekingAlpha articles [9 years] and StockTwits messages [4 years] provide minimal correlation to stock performance in 
aggregate, a subset of authors contribute more valuable (predictive) content. "

• "The most significant correlation in our results is 0.05, which translates to a prediction accuracy of 53%, 3% better than a 
random guess. This means that taken as an aggregate, SeekingAlpha articles and StockTwits messages provide minimal value 
for investors." 

[Crowds on Wall Street: Extracting Value from Social Investing Platforms]

Sentiment expressed towards Dow Jones Industrial Average: 

• "Our results indicate that the accuracy of DJIA predictions can be significantly improved by the inclusion of specific public
mood dimensions but not others. We find an accuracy of 87.6% in predicting the daily up and down changes in the closing 
values of the DJIA…" 

[Twitter mood predicts the stock market]

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Gang_Wang83/publication/262878120_Crowds_on_Wall_Street_Extracting_Value_from_Social_Investing_Platforms/links/54ecd8770cf27fbfd771aafc.pdf?disableCoverPage=true
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1010.3003v1.pdf


REFERENCES #1

• https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cognitive-services-text-analytics-quick-
start/#task-2---detect-sentiment-key-phrases-and-languages

• Opinion mining and sentiment analysis - http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/omsa/omsa.pdf

• How Companies Can Use Sentiment Analysis to Improve Their Business: 
http://mashable.com/2010/04/19/sentiment-analysis/#.89qQ.5y0iqS

• STRUCTURAL BALANCE: A GENERALIZATION OF HEIDER'S THEORY: 
http://snap.stanford.edu/class/cs224w-readings/cartwright56balance.pdf

• Juggling the Jigsaw: Towards Automated Problem Inference from Network Trouble Tickets 
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/navendu/papers/nsdi13-potharaju.pdf.

• Thumbs up? Sentiment Classification using Machine Learning Techniques 
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W/W02/W02-1011.pdf

• Crowds on Wall Street: Extracting Value from Social Investing Platforms 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Gang_Wang83/publication/262878120_Crowds_on_Wall_Street
_Extracting_Value_from_Social_Investing_Platforms/links/54ecd8770cf27fbfd771aafc.pdf?disableCover
Page=true investigates sentiment impact on individual stocks.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cognitive-services-text-analytics-quick-start/#task-2---detect-sentiment-key-phrases-and-languages
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/omsa/omsa.pdf
http://mashable.com/2010/04/19/sentiment-analysis/#.89qQ.5y0iqS
http://snap.stanford.edu/class/cs224w-readings/cartwright56balance.pdf
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/navendu/papers/nsdi13-potharaju.pdf
http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W/W02/W02-1011.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Gang_Wang83/publication/262878120_Crowds_on_Wall_Street_Extracting_Value_from_Social_Investing_Platforms/links/54ecd8770cf27fbfd771aafc.pdf?disableCoverPage=true


REFERENCES #2

• Twitter mood predicts the stock market http://arxiv.org/pdf/1010.3003v1.pdf investigates sentiment 
impact on DJIA.

• Linguistic Reflections of Student Engagement in Massive Open Online Courses 
http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/download/8057/8153

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unstructured_data

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bag-of-words_model

• A Brief History of Text Analytics http://www.b-eye-network.com/view/6311

• http://mybusinessanalytics.blogspot.com/2009/08/applications-of-text-analytics.html

• Text analytics examples: https://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings14/1288-2014.pdf

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1010.3003v1.pdf
http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/download/8057/8153
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unstructured_data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bag-of-words_model
http://www.b-eye-network.com/view/6311
http://mybusinessanalytics.blogspot.com/2009/08/applications-of-text-analytics.html
https://support.sas.com/resources/papers/proceedings14/1288-2014.pdf

